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Abstract

The investigation of superintense laser-driven ion sources and their potential applications offers
unique opportunities for multidisciplinary research. Plasma physics can be combined with
materials and nuclear science, radiation detection and advanced laser technology, leading to
novel research challenges of great fundamental and applicative interest. In this paper we present
interesting and comprehensive results on nanostructured low density (near-critical) foam targets
for TW and PW-class lasers, obtained in the framework of the European Research Council
ENSURE project. Numerical simulations and experimental activities carried out at 100 s TW and
PW-class laser facilities have shown that targets consisting of a solid foil coated with a
nanostructured low-density (near-critical) foam can lead to an enhancement of the ion
acceleration process. This stimulated a thorough numerical investigation of superintense laserinteraction with nanostructured near-critical plasmas. Thanks to a deep understanding of the
foam growth process via the pulsed laser deposition technique and to the complementary
capabilities of high-power impulse magnetron sputtering, advanced multi-layer targets based on
near-critical ﬁlms with carefully controlled properties (e.g. density gradients over few microns
length scales) can now be manufactured, with applications outreaching the ﬁeld of laser-driven
ion acceleration. Additionally, comprehensive numerical and theoretical work has allowed the
design of dedicated experiments and a realistic table-top apparatus for laser-driven materials
irradiation, ion beam analysis and neutron generation, that exploit a double-layer target to reduce
the requirements for the laser system.
Keywords: laser-plasma interaction, laser-driven ion acceleration, nanostructured materials,
particle-in-cell, materials characterization, neutron generation, ion beam analysis
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
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1. Introduction

Original content from this work may be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any
further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.

The interest for compact, ﬂexible and versatile ion sources is
increasing for many applications in a number of scientiﬁc,
technological and societal applications ([1] and references
therein). In this context laser-plasma based ion acceleration
[2–4] represents a promising and interesting alternative to
conventional accelerators, addressing some of their limitations
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such as non-tunable energy, radioprotection issues, high costs,
non-portable size.
The acceleration scheme is based on the interaction of an
ultra-intense ultra-short laser pulse (I>1018 W cm−2) with a
target, which rapidly ionizes turning into a plasma. The
coupling of the laser with the plasma induces a strong charge
separation and, consequently, intense longitudinal electric
ﬁelds which are responsible for the ion acceleration process.
Several laser-based ion acceleration mechanisms have been
proposed in the last two decades [5–7] among which one of
the most studied and understood is the so-called target normal
sheath acceleration (TNSA) [8, 9]. In this scheme, the laser
irradiates a μm-thick solid target. The energy of the laser is
partially absorbed by the electrons of the target, which expand
at relativistic energies towards the back side, generating an
intense sheath electric ﬁeld (few MV μm−1). This ﬁeld drives
the acceleration of the light ions located on the rear surface of
the target. The result is the emission of a bunch of ions with a
peculiar exponential energy spectrum and a well-deﬁned cutoff energy, extending to the multiple-MeV range.
The great potential of laser-driven ion acceleration stimulates different research activities. From a fundamental
point of view the main interest is the study of novel laserplasma interaction regimes. A complementary, applicationoriented approach aims to tailor the acceleration process for
speciﬁc purposes. This intends to address several issues, such
as operating at high repetition rates and ensuring the stability
and the reliability of the ion beams.
Both aspects can naturally be related to an interest in the
enhancement of the acceleration performances, in terms of
maximum energy and/or number of accelerated ions. A
widely investigated method relies on the continuous progress
in laser technology, through the improvement of relevant laser
parameters (pulse energy, power, intensity) along two possible directions: superhigh-power, multi-PW pulses [10, 11],
with an energy of at least tens of J but with a low repetition
rate (from one shot per 10 s seconds down to few shots per
day), or less powerful laser pulses in the order of tens or
hundreds of TW, with tens mJ-few J energy, operating at
frequencies from Hz up to few kHz. This second laser concept
is particularly interesting as it would allow realizing compact
devices, working at high repetition rates, towards table-top
accelerators [12, 13].
A complementary approach focuses on the control and
optimization of the laser-plasma coupling, with the aim of
allowing a more efﬁcient laser absorption and, in turn, to
enhance the number and cut-off energy of the accelerated
ions. In this regard many efforts are made to conceive and
engineer the irradiated targets, tailoring their properties for the
speciﬁc interaction regime [14, 15].
In this frame, a large body of research conﬁrms that the
laser-plasma coupling is largely improved in the near-critical
regime [16–20], i.e. when the plasma electron density is close
to the critical value (ne ~ nc = me w 2 /4pe 2 , where ω is the
laser frequency, and e and me are the charge and the electron
mass), thanks to the volumetric interaction, the generation of
energetic electrons and the efﬁcient energy absorption.

Exploiting this interaction regime in laser-driven ion
acceleration schemes is appealing. However, it requires several challenges to be addressed. Experimentally, producing
near-critical plasmas is already an issue. For the typical
wavelength of high intensity laser systems (0.8–1 μm), the
near-critical density corresponds to a mass density of few
mg cm−3. Very few options are available [21–24]. One of
these is represented by nanostructured low-density materials.
However, ultra-intense laser interaction with nanostructured
materials is still poorly understood. Moreover, considerable
efforts are required to accurately model these scenarios in
numerical simulations.
In the context of laser-driven ion acceleration, one
appealing option is to exploit this interaction regime within
the TNSA mechanism by using double-layer targets, where a
near-critical layer is attached to the solid foil (in this paper we
will refer to this kind of targets as DLTs), optimizing laser
conversion to hot electrons and thus achieving an enhanced
TNSA regime [25, 26].
An additional challenge to ensure the reproducibility of
laser-driven ion sources and hence reliable operation at a high
repetition rate is to achieve satisfactory control of the solid
layer properties. One option is to move from conventional
commercial foils, which can present some defectivity (see
section 3.3 for more details), to the production of freestanding ﬁlms with reliable and tailored properties.
Advances in laser technology and the development of an
optimized DLT could lead to a compact, high-repetition rate
laser-driven ion source. This source could be ideally suited for
a number of applications in materials and nuclear science, like
advanced material characterization [27], neutron generation
[28, 29] and radioisotope production [30, 31].
The European project ENSURE (exploring the new science and engineering unveiled by ultraintense ultrashort
radiation interaction with matter) [32], funded by the European Research Council (ERC), aims at facing and addressing
all the above mentioned challenges.
In this article, we review our main achievements and
present some of the most recent novel, unpublished, developments in all these research areas. The paper is organized as
follows. In section 2 the theoretical investigation of the
inﬂuence of realistic low-density nanostructured materials on
the intense laser-plasma interaction in the near-critical regime
is discussed. In section 3 we report the design and experimental production of double-layer targets and their exploitation in ion acceleration experimental campaigns. In
section 4 the modelling of the enhanced TNSA regime is
described. Finally, in section 5 we present the study of
selected, promising and realistic applications in material and
nuclear science which can beneﬁt from this approach.

2. Physics of high-intensity laser interaction with
nanostructured near-critical plasmas
The interaction between ultra-high intensity laser pulses and
nanostructured materials is of great interest for numerous
purposes, such as photon sources [33–38], charged particle
2
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acceleration [18, 39–43] and studying ultra-high energy density
physics [44, 45]. Nanostructured materials have complex
density proﬁles with characteristic non-homogeneity on the
nm–μm scale. For the laser-plasma interaction community,
their allure mainly comes from their high versatility. Indeed,
advanced materials synthesis techniques allow for a ﬁne control of many properties of a nanostructure, such as its morphology, its size, the value of the characteristic scale-lengths, its
average density and composition[22, 46]. This outstanding
degree of ﬂexibility gives access to a wide range of regimes of
laser-plasma interaction [47, 48]. Another good reason why
nanostructures are employed in experiments of high-intensity
laser-plasma interaction is that they allow for a high conversion
efﬁciency of laser energy into plasma kinetic energy. Most of
the times this is due to the high surface-to-volume ratio and/or
to the high degree of porosity which lets the laser propagate
deep through matter, delivering most of its energy in it [44].
One could argue that a high-intensity laser pulse interacting with a nanostructured material not only readily turns it
into a plasma, but also wipes out its nanostructure (also
because of a possible prepulse). However, many ultra-intense
lasers have a high temporal contrast (>1010) on the few ps
timescale [49, 50], so that the nanostructure might survive
long enough to have an important effect during the interaction. However, we can estimate on physical grounds the
timescale at which the nanostructure may be destroyed.
Indeed, the expansion of a nanometric structure—say a
nanoparticle of radius R∼10 nm—is a combination of
hydrodynamic expansion and Coulomb explosion [51]. The
characteristic velocity of the former is the ion sound speed
cs ~ gZTe mi , where γ is the adiabatic index (equal to 5/3
for a monoatomic gas), Z is the ion atomic number, Te is the
electron temperature and mi the ion mass. As for the latter,
one can assume that all the electrons are ejected from the
nanoparticle and then use the conservation of energy to calculate the characteristic velocity of a test ion initially in the
nanoparticle, which is estimated to be of the order of ωpiR,
where ωpi is the ion plasma frequency. Considering reasonable parameters (i.e. Z=6, A=12, Te=100 keV, ne=
200nc), both characteristic velocities turn out to be of the
order of ∼1–10 μm ps−1. Assuming the gaps between the
structures to be ∼1 μm, this means that the nanostructure
could be washed away in a time of the order of 100 fs.
Therefore, studying the interaction in that time-scale, which is
comparable with most high-intensity lasers duration, is
interesting, also because some reminiscence of the nanostructure may survive on longer time-scales.
At present day, a key issue from the theoretical/numerical standpoint is to provide an accurate modeling of the laser,
the nanostructured material and their interaction. To address
this point, we designed and performed multi-dimensional (2D
and 3D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [52] of superintense
laser-plasma interaction where we considered the plasma
nanostructure, with the main goal to assess its role in the
interaction process [53]. We did this by comparing the
behavior of the nanostructured plasmas with homogeneous
plasmas having the same average density. In this section, we

highlight the main results of these simulation campaigns
[19, 20], providing the general picture and rationale under
which our work was carried out, and add further insights. All
simulations were performed with the massively parallel, open
source PIC code Piccante [54].
By means of 2D simulations, we explored a wide range
of laser intensities (a0=eA0/mec2, with A0 the laser peak
vector potential) and initial average electron densities (n0)
(see ﬁgure 1(a)). In all the simulations the laser is Gaussian in
the transverse plane with 5 λ waist and has cos2 longitudinal
proﬁle with a full-width-half-maximum of the ﬁeld equal to
15 λ/c. The interaction happens at normal incidence and
linear P-polarization. In 2D the nanostructure was modeled
as a collection of overdense nanospheres (radius=0.05 λ,
Z/A=1/2, electron density=90nc) randomly arranged in
space. On the other hand, by means of 3D simulations, we
explored a selected region of the parameter space (a0, n0), this
time employing realistic morphologies, which are inherently
of three-dimensional nature. Figure 1(a) shows how we
explored the parameter space (a0, n0, dimensionality) in these
simulation campaigns, while ﬁgure 1(b) shows the different
morphologies used in the 3D simulations: homogeneous,
foam-like, ordered nanowires and random nanowires plasmas
(see [18] and section 3 for further details). All simulated
plasmas are chosen to be long enough so that the laser can be
completely absorbed in them at least in the lowest intensity
cases. Note from ﬁgure 1(a) that we decided to keep the
following parameter (an effective ‘transparency parameter’
which takes into account relativistic effects [55–57])
n =

n 0 / nc
1 + a 02 / 2

(1 )

constant in some subsets of 2D simulations (each represented
by one of the colored ‘diagonals’ in ﬁgure 1(a)). The larger n
the more opaque the plasma is to the laser pulse. In this way
we could clearly identify three qualitatively different regimes
of interaction: one where the laser is able to propagate
through the plasma and be completely absorbed in it (‘relativistically transparent diagonal’ in ﬁgure 1(a)), one closer to
the transparency threshold (‘relativistically near-opaque
diagonal’ in ﬁgure 1(a)) and an intermediate one.
We found out that in the ‘relativistically near-opaque
diagonal’ the main role of the nanostructure is that of greatly
(∼four-fold) enhancing the laser energy absorption by the
plasma populations (see ﬁgure 1(c)).
Such enhancement is due to a corresponding enhancement of energy absorption of both electrons (from ∼35% to
∼60% in 2D, from 20% to 60% in 3D) and ions (from few%
to ∼50% in 2D, from few% to ∼20% in 3D). The nanostructure has a striking effect on ion absorption in this regime:
while ions essentially remain cold with homogeneous plasmas, they are able to absorb a signiﬁcant fraction of energy in
presence of a nanostructure. Indeed, with a nanostructure,
ions gain energy from the local electric ﬁelds that set up as a
consequence of a Coulomb-like explosion of the nanoparticles, a process that is completely absent in a homogeneous plasma.
3
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Figure 1. (a) Parameter space given by the laser intensity (a0) and the initial average electron density (n0/nc) explored in the 2D (dots) and 3D
(squares) PIC simulation campaigns. The subsets of simulations belonging to the three colored diagonals have the same value of the
‘transparency parameter’n, equal to 0.8 (orange, ‘relativistically near-opaque diagonal’), 0.3 (blue) and 0.09 (green, ‘relativistically
transparent diagonal’). (b) Plasma morphologies simulated with 3D PIC simulations: homogeneous, foam-like, ordered wires and random
wires. The images qualitatively represent the plasma electron density as initialized in the PIC code. (c), (e) Fraction of the total energy (Etot)
that is kinetic plasma energy (of both electrons and ions, Ee+Ei) as a function of time (t). Note that Etot is approximately the laser energy EL,
since at the initial time the plasma energy Ee+Ei is negligible with respect to EL. Therefore, this quantity can be also interpreted as the
plasma absorption of laser energy in time. (d), (f) Electron spectra for the simulations in the transparent diagonal. All spectra (dNe/dE) are
normalized to their area (Ne,tot). (c) and (d) panels refer to the simulations in the opaque diagonal, showing a comparison between
homogeneous (blue) and nanostructured (red) plasmas in 2D (solid lines) and 3D (dashed lines). In 2D the nanostructured plasma is a
collection of random nanospheres, while in 3D is the foam-like plasma. (e) and (f) panels refer to the 3D simulations with a0=5 and
n0=3nc (opaque diagonal), performed for all the plasmas morphologies shown in panel (b).

On the other hand, in the ‘relativistically transparent
diagonal’, the plasmas are transparent enough to the laser to
have a similar electron absorption rate in every case (∼70% in
2D, ∼40% in 3D). A higher ion absorption with the nanostructure is observed in this case too (from few% with
homogeneous plasmas both in 2D and 3D to 5% in 2D and
10% in 3D with nanostructured plasmas), even if to a much
milder extent than in the ‘relativistically near-opaque diagonal’. Here, the main role of the nanostructure is that of
reducing the maximum electron energies (see ﬁgure 1(d)).
The highest energy electrons are accelerated by a direct laser
acceleration [58] process, which is a resonant mechanism.
With a nanostructure, this process is less efﬁcient because of
the irregular and disordered features, which fall back on the
propagation of the laser ﬁeld.

As for both these aspects, note that we observe a similar
behavior with 3D simulations, when we compare homogeneous plasmas with foam-like plasmas (see ﬁgures 1(c)
and (d), dashed lines). This somewhat validates the use of
2D simulations, as long as it is aimed at getting general trends
and qualitative insights.
Lastly, we picked the case a0=5 and n0=3nc to be
simulated with all the morphologies shown in ﬁgure 1(b). We
chose the low intensity case, for two main reasons. First,
being lower the intensity, the nanostructure would survive
longer and so a more important effect on the interaction
process should be expected. Second, a normalized amplitude
a0=5 can be provided by few 10 s TW laser systems [59],
which can be very compact [60]. Therefore, this regime is
relevant for the development of compact, table-top ion
4
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density is about 5–10 mg cm−3, roughly two or three orders of
magnitude less than the typical density of a solid.
One can devise very few options to achieve a solid-state
material with such a low mass density; the most studied is
represented by nanostructured materials with a very high void
fraction ( 99%), such as aerogels, nanowire bundles, carbon
nanotubes foams and nanofoams [18, 22, 39, 47, 61].
In previous works, we have shown that ns Pulsed Laser
Deposition (ns-PLD) [62], which exploits pulses with ns
duration, 100 s mJ energy pulses and 10 Hz repetition rate, is
a versatile tool to produce carbon nanofoams suitable as nearcritical layer in targets for laser-driven ion acceleration
[21, 26, 40, 41].
Here we review the most recent advances related to the
design/production of nanofoam materials for laser-driven ion
acceleration. The focus was on two main objectives: the
development of an advanced tool for the characterization of
nanofoam density on different scale-length and a better
understanding of the foam growth that could allow detailed
control of the foam nanostructure. The obtained results allowed
to extend the space of achievable material properties, especially
in terms of density and homogeneity scale. In addition, we also
present here our novel results about production of nanofoams
in the new regime we are exploring, called fs-PLD.
Concerning the ﬁrst goal, we have proposed a novel
scheme to exploit the Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy
(EDXS) technique to retrieve information about the nanofoam
density [63].
The technique exploits a theoretical modeling of both
electron transport in the nanofoam/substrate system and
characteristic x-ray emission. Differently to previous similar
approaches [64], this method does not require a reference
sample, since only the x-ray intensities of carbon (relative to
the nanofoam) and substrate material are needed.
In addition to a higher measurement simplicity and
improved accuracy, our method also allows to retrieve
detailed density and composition maps (see ﬁgure 2(b)) with a
lateral resolution ∼200 nm and for sample density below
5 mg cm−3. These features are especially valuable for the
characterization of foam-based targets for laser-driven ion
acceleration, since the non-uniformity of the near-critical
layer at a scale length comparable with laser spot size can
signiﬁcantly affect the laser-plasma interaction.
In parallel, we have developed a novel theoretical framework to describe the process of nanofoam growth in PLD
experiments [65]. In particular, we have proposed a ‘snowfall-like’ model that explains the peculiar nanofoam morphology as the result of the superposition and coalescence of
micrometer-sized aggregates of carbon nanoparticles (NPs).
We demonstrated that the aggregation process occurs in
ﬂight, i.e. before the aggregate landing, and that the aggregation time scale is dominated by the time elapsed by two
subsequent laser shots. As a consequence, the average
aggregate size depends on the repetition rate of the laser with
a negative exponent power law.
This feature provides a novel -and largely unexploreddegree of freedom in PLD experiments, which can be
exploited to tailor the nanofoam properties (e.g. density and

sources and their applications (see section 5). We observe
that, regardless of the morphology, all plasmas absorb, at the
end of the interaction, ∼80% of the laser energy, to be
compared with the ∼20% absorption of the homogeneous
plasma (see ﬁgure 1(e)). However, the details of the nanostructure deeply affect the absolute number of electrons
accelerated at relativistic energies (>0.511 MeV), as seen in
ﬁgure 1(f) and of the energy-angle distributions of both
electrons and ions (not shown) [19].
The main outcome of these investigations is that the
nanostructure and its morphology appear to have a signiﬁcant
impact on the interaction. Not including their description
could lead to a misinterpretation of the data, which, besides,
would strongly depend on the speciﬁc regime of interaction.
These results give insights on the role played by a
nanostructure upon the interaction with a superintense laser
pulse. In any case, understanding how this reﬂects on the ion
acceleration process in a TNSA-like picture needs dedicated
investigations. We will explore more in depth this other
scenario focusing on compact laser systems in section 5.1.
According to the results presented in this section, we expect
the role of the nanostructure in TNSA to strongly depend on
the regime of interaction.
In the following section, we rely on these very results to
explore more in depth the features of DLTs and their design/
production for laser-driven ion acceleration experiments.

3. Foam-based double-layer targets for enhanced
laser-plasma ion acceleration
In the context of laser-driven ion acceleration, a strategy to
enhance the TNSA regime can rely on the exploitation of
DLTs, where a near-critical layer is attached to a solid foil
[17, 25]. Both theoretical investigation about laser coupling
with nanostructured near-critical plasma (see section 2) and
experimental campaigns in different conﬁgurations (see
section 3.2) [18, 26, 40, 41] have shown that this kind of
targets is able to signiﬁcantly increase both the energy and
number of accelerated ions. Here we discuss our more recent
improvements in the framework of the production and characterization of near-critical nanostructured materials.
In addition, we review the principal results obtained
during an experimental laser-ion acceleration campaign aiming to test the performances of the DLT concept.
Finally, we describe our approach to develop advanced
DLTs for laser-driven ion acceleration, combining techniques
for the production of the entire target on a suitable holder,
with controlled properties at different scales, from cm to nm.
3.1. Production and characterization of nanostructured carbon
foams

The vast majority of the laser systems considered for laserdriven ion acceleration exploits near-infrared wavelengths
(λ≈800 nm for Ti:Shappire, λ≈1060 nm for Nd:Glass),
resulting in a critical electron density of the order of 1021
electrons/cm3. For most materials, the corresponding mass
5
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Figure 2. (a) Shows the average aggregates diameter, green crosses, generated by the ns-PLD (10 shots, 700 Pa of Argon as background gas,

1.7 J cm−2 ﬂuence) as a function of the shot-to-shot time (the inverse of the laser repetition rate). The continuous blue curve represents a
power law ﬁt. Figure (b) shows on the top the SEM images of nanofoams generated by ns-PLD with the parameter of ﬁgure (a), with two
different values of the laser repetition rate: on the left 1 Hz, on the right 10 Hz. On the bottom the density map (obtained with the EDXS
method), relative to the SEM images, are represented. Figure (c) shows the comparison of a real SEM image of a nanofoam and the simulated
SEM image of a ‘numerical’ nanofoam, generated with the DLCCA algorithm. Figure (d) shows a three-dimensional view of a DLCCA
nanofoam.

images, thus giving another indication that the proposed
snowfall model offers a meaningful description of nanofoam
growth dynamics. We also point out that the DLCCA
structure, represented in ﬁgure 2(d), can be proﬁtably used
to describe realistically the ‘foam-like’ plasma shape in 3D
PIC simulations, as discussed in section 2 and further in
section 5.1.
This outcome allowed us to show that the main nanofoam properties depend on the NPs dimension rnp and the
aggregate radius R, which in turn depends on N with a fractal
scaling N = (R/rnp )df , where df is the fractal dimension. In
ns-PLD regime it is difﬁcult to achieve an independent control over those quantities, mainly because the main parameters
of the process (i.e. laser ﬂuence and background gas pressure)
invariably affect both the NP synthesis (and thus N and rnp)
and NP aggregation (related to R and df).
To overcome this limitation, we have developed a new
experimental set up at Politecnico di Milano and began to
explore the PLD regime, called fs-PLD in the following,
which exploits high peak power femtosecond pulses (<100 fs
pulse width and 5mJ energy) at high repetition rate (1 kHz),
from a Ti:Shappire ampliﬁed laser system (Coherent,
Astrella-V). This interaction regime is characterized by a high
material removal efﬁciency, which may avoid the emergence
of large particles, and by a repetition rate high enough to
inhibit the adjustment of the NPs on the substrate [68]. It is

uniformity) down to the nanoscale. This is highlighted in
ﬁgure 2(a), using data from [65].
The insights gained through the deep understanding of
the growth dynamics described above have opened new
perspectives in the development of numerical algorithms to
simulate the foam morphology in terms of rigid spheres
arranged in a fractal-like structure. One approach is the diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) process [66], where primary particles walk randomly due to Brownian motion and
cluster together to form the aggregate. Therefore, the simulated structure is obtained with a single-step algorithm.
On the contrary, here we decided to use a two-step
algorithm to implement a diffusion limited cluster-cluster
aggregation (DLCCA) process [67]. The ﬁrst step describes
the NP aggregation with a Monte-Carlo method, where N
hard spheres are free to move randomly in three dimensions
until they collide and irreversibly stick together. Once all the
NPs are merged in a single aggregate, the latter is deposited
toward the substrate with a ballistic trajectory and a rigid
body motion; it can stick either to the substrate or to another
previously landed aggregate (second step). These steps are
repeated until a ‘numerical foam’ of a certain desired thickness is grown.
As can be appreciated by the comparison in ﬁgure 2(c),
the resulting ‘numerical foam’ is very similar to the
morphology of a real ns-PLD nanofoam as seen in SEM
6
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Figure 3. (a)–(c) Nanofoams produced by fs-PLD from different elements are shown. The ablated target was respectively copper, tungsten

and carbon; the pulse energy was 5 mJ in all the cases; the pulse intensity on target was respectively 1.8×1012 W cm−2, 1×1012 W cm−2
and 1×1012 W cm−2; the ambient gas was argon with pressure equal to 100, 500 and 100 Pa. Figure (d) shows the C nanofoam mean
density, calculated by the EDXS method, as a function of the argon background gas pressure. The blue dots refer to the nanofoam produced
by the ns-PLD, while the orange dots refer to the fs-PLD; the dashed line marks the threshold of the carbon critical density at the laser
wavelength of a Ti:Sapphire laser (800 nm).

also important to note that the NP synthesis occurs as a direct
result of laser-target interaction and it is not necessarily
mediated by the background atmosphere. This feature can be
exploited to decouple the NPs synthesis and their aggregation,
with a clear possible advantage in terms of ﬁne control over
material properties.
In particular this fs-PLD capability is used to produce
nanofoams from different elements, as shown in ﬁgures 3(a)–(c),
in which copper, tungsten and carbon foams are respectively
shown. C nanofoams show the more porous structure, while the
lower porosity is presented by Cu nanofoams and W nanofoams
is an intermediate case. It should be pointed out that the material
structure is not a function of the composition only, but it depends
on several variables: among them, the ambient gas pressure and
the pulse intensity on target play important roles. For example,
ﬁgure 3(d) reports the C nanofoam average density as a function
of the argon background pressure, clearly showing that a higher
gas pressure results in a more porous structure. Conversely, it
follows from the case of ﬁgure 3(a) that a higher laser intensity
on target causes a lower conﬁnement of the ablated NPs and a
reduced porosity.
We ﬁnally remark that the efﬁcient production of NPs in
the fs-PLD allows the production of foams characterized by a
lower density, compared to the ns-PLD case; this point is
particularly interesting for the laser-driven ion acceleration,

since C nanofoams with density under nc can be readily
produced.

3.2. Laser-driven ion acceleration experiments with DLT

An experimental campaign aiming at testing the performances
of the DLT concept was performed at the Center for Relativistic Laser Science (CoReLS), Institute for Basic Science
(IBS) in Republic of Korea [40, 41, 69].
The used DLTs were composed by a commercial
0.75 μm-thick Al foil and a near-critical carbon foam layer
deposited on it (about 7 mg cm−3, corresponding to an electron density of 1.2 nc when fully ionized), with foam thickness varying from 8 μm to 36 μm. Bare 0.75 μm-thick solid
Al foils (ST) were used as a reference. To investigate the role
played by the Al substrate thickness a 1.5 μm-thick Al foil is
also used, both bare and with a 12 μm foam. In the experiments, a 30-fs, PW-class Ti:sapphire laser was exploited. The
pulse energy was 7.4 J on target (at full power), with a focal
spot of 5 μm containing 22% of the total pulse energy in
the FWHM area. Thus, the available intensity was about
4.5×1020 W cm−2. The targets were irradiated with a ﬁxed
incidence angle of 30° varying among P-, S-, and circular (C-)
polarization. Thomson parabola spectrometers were used to
measure the energy spectra of emitted ions.
7
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Figure 4. (a) TPS proton spectra of ST and DLT 8 μm thick considering different polarizations, P- (in blue) and C- (in red); (b) Maximum

proton energy at different laser polarizations varying foam thickness; red-white dashed columns refers to 1.5 μm Al solid foil, bare and with
12 μm foam. (c) 3D–PIC simulations of the interaction between the fs laser pulse and a DLT composed by a solid foil and a nanostructured
foam. The red cone represents the incident laser; (d) simulated maximum proton energy from Al foil, DLT with nanostructured and
homogeneous foam, using P- and C- polarized laser pulses.

contrary, for DLTs Epmax is not affected by the polarization.
This is ascribable to the different interaction mechanism in the
foam with respect to solid foil as described in sections 2
and 5.1.
The results also show that Epmax is strongly inﬂuenced by
the foam thickness, decreasing when a foam thickness greater
than 8 μm is used. We observe that for DLT with 12 μm foam
Epmax is comparable with the ST case, while an inversion is
found considering 18 and 36 μm thick foams, where we
found a lower Epmax than the ST case. This monotonic trend
suggests that the optimal foam thickness should be 8 μm for
the laser parameters adopted in this experiment.
We also studied the effect of the Al foil, using 0.75 and
1.5 μm thick Al foils for both STs and DLTs with nearcritical foam. For STs a strong dependence of the acceleration
performances on the Al thickness was observed; the use of
thicker foils results in a lower Epmax of about 20%–30%. In
contrast, no systematic difference in Epmax was observed for
DLTs between the case of 0.75 and 1.5 μm Al foils (reported
in ﬁgure 4(b) for the DLT with 12 μm foam).
We performed 3D PIC simulations to support the interpretation of the experimental data outlined here. The PIC code
Piccante is used, modelling the ST with a bare 0.8 μm Al
substrate (ne @ 40nc ) and the DLT with the same Al foil and a
8 μm foam. The foam was simulated either as a homogeneous
near-critical layer or as a more realistic nanostructured foam,

Figure 4(a) reports the experimental proton energy
spectra relative to two different polarizations for the case of
DLT with 8 μm foam compared with ST. All the spectra
exhibit the characteristic trend of TNSA acceleration mechanism. For both polarizations a signiﬁcant increase of the
maximum proton energy (Epmax ) is recorded when moving
from ST to DLT. It is possible to deﬁne gain factors for the
relevant experimental quantities as the ratio between the two
values obtained using DLT and ST, respectively. Here we
focus on Epmax (energy gain factor) and on the total number of
protons with energy higher than a conventional value of
8 MeV (p number gain factor). With P-polarization we found
an energy gain factor of about 1.4, going from 22 MeV for ST
to 30 MeV for DLT, and a p number gain factor of 2. With Cpolarization we found Epmax = 10 MeV with ST, lower with
respect to the previous case, while Epmax = 30 MeV again
using DLT. In this case the energy gain factor is about 3,
while the p number gain factor is more than 20.
The effect of the laser polarization was investigated
considering also S-polarization. The results are reported in
ﬁgure 4(b) in terms of Epmax, distinguishing among different
foam thicknesses. The observed values for Epmax with STs for
P-, S- and C-polarization were 22, 18 and 10 MeV, respectively. This strong dependence on the polarization is due to
different laser absorption efﬁciency in solid targets, wellknown in the literature (see [2] and refs therein). On the
8
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Figure 5. (a) Double layer target (DLT) conceptual scheme. (b) DLT SEM cross section view. (c) The top view of the holes of the holder at

three steps. (c.1) Before ﬁlling the holes with sucrose. (c.2) After the sucrose solidiﬁcation. (c.3) After the substrate deposition with HiPIMS.
(d) SEM cross section view of the substrate.

designed using DLA approach (mentioned in section 3.1)
[66], imposing in both cases ne @ 1nc. The chosen laser
parameters were: 30° incidence angle as in the experiment, Pand C- polarizations, intensity parameter a 0 = 18, beam waist
4 μm and pulse duration 31 fs. In ﬁgure 4(c) a scheme of the
simulations is reported. The simulations show that the laser
propagates through the entire nanostructured layer, as qualitatively reported in ﬁgure. During the interaction, volumetric
heating occurs and the pulse is strongly absorbed by the foam
electrons. Ion acceleration is due to an enhanced TNSA
process (see also sections 4 and 5.1). Epmax is reported in
ﬁgure 4(d) for the three cases of ST, DLT with nanostructured
foam and DLT with homogeneous foam, for C- and
P-polarizations. Using DLTs, with either the homogeneous
near-critical layer or the nanostructured foam, we observed an
increase in Epmax with respect to the bare Al target for both
investigated polarizations, conﬁrming the experimental trend.
We also observe that, considering P-polarization, the DLTs
with foams simulated as homogeneous layers lead to an
overestimation of the experimental energy gain factor (1.9
versus 1.4), while the nanostructured foams match the
experimental ﬁndings more closely (1.3 versus 1.4). In
addition, we notice that the simulations of the foam as uniform layers show a strong polarization dependence of the ion
spectra while the presence of a nanostructured foam strongly
reduces the differences between the two investigated polarizations, as observed in the experiment.

3.3. Solid films production for advanced DLTs

In order to make laser-driven ion sources based on enhanced
TNSA with DLT attractive for multiple applications
[1, 29, 31], the DLTs properties must be ﬁnely controlled, in
terms of both the near-critical and the solid layer, as well as
with respect to their cohesion and overall integrity.
Within the framework of the ENSURE project, we propose a strategy to produce the whole DLT, directly on standardized perforated target holders. A scheme of the DLT is
reported in ﬁgure 5(a), together with the SEM images of the
developed system (ﬁgure 5(b)).
Regarding the near-critical layer, as described in
section 3.1, ns-PLD and fs-PLD allow foams of different
materials to be produced in wide ranges of thicknesses and
densities down to the critical density.
Considering solid substrates in TNSA experiments, rolled commercial sheets with nominal thickness spanning
between 100 s of nanometers and several microns are commonly employed [14]. These foils are usually metallic and
available in a limited number of thicknesses and materials.
Moreover, for sub-micrometric sheets, the thickness can be
affected by a margin of error of ±30% with respect to the
nominal value, as commonly reported by manufacturers. They
can be also characterized by the presence of defects like
pinholes and ripples. Finally, the foils are manually ﬁxed or
clamped on the perforated target holders with the risk of
breakage, formation of wrinkles and ripples.
9
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ﬁgure 5(d). The maximum measured thickness uncertainty is
equal to ±5% over a substrate area of several cm2. The
substrate density ranges between ≈80% and 90% of the bulk
value. More details about the properties of the deposited
material will be reported in a dedicated, material science work.
Finally, after the foam deposition with the PLD technique, the ﬁnal result is a double layer target (see ﬁgure 5(b))
whose most relevant properties can be controlled and optimized in order to enhance the TNSA process for given laser
parameters.

All these sources of uncertainty can strongly affect the
shot-to-shot reproducibility of laser-driven ion sources. They
also represent an obstacle to the realization of targets suitable
for high repetition rate operation and the generation of a
quasi-continuous beam.
The production of free-standing ﬁlms is a viable route to
overcome many of the aforementioned limitations. Some
attempts recently appeared in literature. In particular, MicroElectro-Mechanical System (MEMS) techniques have been
used for nanometric scale DLC ﬁlms fabrication [70]. For
metallic sub-micrometric substrates production, Direct Current Magnetron Sputtering (DCMS) deposition on a sacriﬁcial
layer has been exploited [71].
In the procedure proposed here, the metallic ﬁlms are
directly deposited on the target holders via Magnetron Sputtering techniques. Beside the already mentioned fs-PLD, a
Magnetron Sputtering facility has also been set up at Politecnico di Milano. This machine allows depositing metallic
ﬁlms both in Direct Current (DCMS) [72] and High Power
Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) [73] mode. These
modes allow depositing ﬁlms from few nanometers up to
several micrometers of thickness and to tune the main properties (i.e. density, morphology, and stoichiometry). Both
DCMS and HiPIMS rely on the application of a voltage
between a cathode and an anode. The applied voltage triggers
the formation of a plasma composed by electrons and ions
from the background gas. By applying a magnetic ﬁeld, the
plasma is conﬁned on the cathode surface. The gas ions
sputter atoms from the cathode, which are subsequently
deposited onto a support plate where the ﬁlm grows. With
DCMS the applied voltage is constant in time and the sputtered species are neutral.
On the contrary, with HiPIMS the power is periodically
provided in short and much more intense impulses, leading to
the formation of a denser plasma and to the deposition of
energetic ions.
In general, DCMS ﬁlms [74] deposited at room temperature are characterized by a columnar morphology, while
HiPIMS ﬁlms exhibit a more compact structure [75].
Our procedure to produce DLTs [76] starts with the
deposition of a drop of sucrose solution in the holes of
standardized holders (see ﬁgure 5(c.1)). Sucrose is a good
compromise between different requirements: high solubility
in water, fast solidiﬁcation and low viscosity in solution.
The solution solidiﬁes, resulting in the formation of a
continuous surface (see ﬁgure 5(c.2)). Then, by suitably
exploiting DCMS and HiPIMS depositions, a metallic ﬁlm of
titanium is grown on the sucrose layer. After the deposition,
the sucrose layer is removed via dissolution in water
in order to obtain the free-standing metallic substrate (see
ﬁgure 5(c.3)). We chose titanium among others, since it is a
common substrate material in laser-driven ion acceleration
experiments [77]. Moreover, titanium is characterized by
good mechanical and thermal properties. The Ti layer is
grown alternating DCMS and HiPIMS depositions in order to
better control its morphology, density and stress state. As a
result, compact, quasi-amorphous substrates with thicknesses
ranging from 300 nm up to 1 μm have been produced (see

4. Enhanced TNSA modeling
The theoretical description of the TNSA acceleration process,
besides being of fundamental interest for a deeper understanding of the physical phenomenon, represents a crucial
step for the selection of suitable experimental parameters and
the design of advanced targets. In this section we describe our
activities in this area in a wide range of experimental conditions obtained by an integrated analytical-numerical
approach.
Several models to describe the TNSA process have been
proposed in the literature; among them, the quasi-static Passoni-Lontano model aims at taking into account kinetic and
relativistic effects in a self-consistent way [8, 78, 79].
This approach assumes that, following the laser pulse
absorption, the population of electrons heated by the laser
pulse reaches a stationary state which lasts for a time of the
order of hundreds of fs. During this time, both the ions of
the target bulk and the light ions of the contaminant layer, i.e.
the ions on the rear target surface that are accelerated by the
TNSA ﬁeld, can be considered immobile because of their
inertia. The stationary state reached by the hot electron
population is described by a distribution function f (x, p ),
which depends on the spatial variable x through the electrostatic potential j (x ). The potential is in turn generated by the
charge displacement itself, which can be self-consistently
calculated by integrating f (x, p ) over the momenta of the
bound electrons (i.e., those having negative total energy).
This strongly non-linear system can be solved through numerical integration, yielding an estimation for the ion cut-off
energy Epmax as the potential energy experienced by a test
particle of charge Ze placed at the rear surface of the target,
namely Epmax = Zej (x = 0) = Zej0.
As detailed in [8, 78, 79], the quasi-static model allows
one to calculate the ion cut-off energy and the electrostatic
ﬁeld proﬁle once the functional form of f (x, p ) and the
maximum value of the potential (j*) are given.
If collisions can be neglected -as it should be expected
for a relativistic plasma- the stationary state distribution
function f (x, p ) must be a solution of the collisionless
Boltzmann equation (also known as Vlasov equation). This
implies that f (x, p ) should depend on its variables (x, p) only
through a constant of motion, such as the total energy.
As a consequence, the distribution function has at least
two free parameters with the dimensions of an energy and a
10
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(approximately equal to 2). These factors can be evaluated by
ﬁtting experimental measurements or simulations data; both 2D
and 3D PIC simulations were performed to retrieve C1 and C2
for standard solid ﬂat targets in a wide range of intensities
(a 0 = 1.5 - 15, I = 4.5 ´ 1018 - 20 W cm-2 ). Typical values
for p-polarization are C1=0.2–0.3 and C2=0.04–0.06; for a
more detailed discussion the reader should refer to [81].
We extended this approach also to the near-critical DLTs.
Through 2D PIC simulations, we studied the effects of the
low density layer on the electron temperature starting from a
simple and ideal conﬁguration: a homogeneous plasma and
ﬁxed angle of incidence (45°). In particular, we ﬁxed the
geometry (thicknesses) and we varied the density of the nearcritical layer; for each simulation we estimated the temperatures of the hot electrons populations (originating from the
substrate and the near-critical layer) as the mean energies of
the relativistic electrons, namely the ones with kinetic energy
higher than the rest energy (0.511 MeV).
The results of this analysis, reported in ﬁgure 6(a), show
a characteristic behaviour with respect to electron density in
the near-critical layer. Two regimes can be distinguished
depending on the parameter n as deﬁned in equation (1).
When the near-critical plasma is relativistically over-dense
(n > 1 or, equivalently, ne > gnc ), the foam electrons (i.e.
electrons from the near-critical layer) are characterized by a
sub-ponderomotive temperature well approximated by
equation (3), whereas the substrate electrons are signiﬁcantly
colder. Indeed, in this regime the laser is prevented from
propagating inside the plasma and reaching the substrate, and
it heats the foam electrons with the usual surface mechanisms
considered in equation (3).
Conversely, for n < 1 (or, equivalently, ne < gnc ) the
electrons from both the foam and the substrate are heated to
super-ponderomotive energies. This can be considered the
result of two phenomena taking place when the pulse propagates inside the DLT: on the one hand, foam electrons are
accelerated more efﬁciently by the volumetric heating, on the
other hand the laser can undergo self-focusing, thus increasing the intensity at the foam-substrate boundary and ultimately enhancing the temperature of the substrate electrons
as well.
It should also be noticed that the mean kinetic energy of
the whole (near-critical layer+substrate) hot electron
population is well approximated by the near-critical ones
alone, due to the fact that those electrons are much more
abundant than those coming from the substrate.
Finally, we solved the quasi-static TNSA model by
plugging the values of the temperature Te and the energy
conversion efﬁciency η obtained by the PIC simulations into
the scaling laws proposed in [79]. In ﬁgure 6(b) we show that
the maximum proton energy predicted by the model is in
good agreement with the results of PIC simulations. This
suggests that the quasi-static model is a useful tool for the
evaluation of the proton energy also in the case of DLT
conﬁguration.

number of particles per unit volume. A natural choice is to
consider the hot electron temperature Te and some reference
density (ñ ); both these quantities, together with j*, enter as
free parameters of the model.
Different choices, based either on empirical scaling law
or modelling approximations, have been proposed to calculate
these quantities from experimental parameters.
A simple choice is to assume that f (x, p ) is the MaxwellJüttner equilibrium distribution function, where the electron
temperature can be evaluated with the well-known ponderomotive scaling [80]:
⎛
⎞
a2
Te = Tpm = m e c2 ⎜⎜ 1 + 0 - 1⎟⎟
2
⎝
⎠

(2 )

Despite its simplicity, this approach has demonstrated
considerable success in reproducing the ion cut-off energies
observed in both PIC simulations and experiments when a
standard single foil target is considered [79].
However, the simple yet universal character of the ponderomotive scaling cannot take into account the target properties, a key aspect for the modelling on DLT acceleration.
Moreover, it is known that ponderomotive scaling tends to
overestimate Te and it is insensitive to other speciﬁc features
such as laser incidence angle and polarization.
In addition, due to the high non-linearity of superintense
laser-matter interaction and the low collisionality of a diluted
relativistic electron gas, the assumption of thermodynamic
equilibrium for the electron distribution function may not be
realistic.
In the following, we propose two complementary strategy to extend the quasi-static TNSA model to a DLT conﬁguration. On the one hand we propose an extension of the
ponderomotive scaling for estimating Te; on the other hand,
we relax the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium for
the electron population by solving the model with a distribution function different from Maxwell-Jüttner.
4.1. Electron heating in DLT configuration

We have studied the hot electron heating by means of a
combined numerical and analytical approach for a wide range
of laser parameters [81]. Based on our analysis, the electron
temperature can be written as a combination of two contributions: the so-called Brunel effect and the j×B heating,
as described by the relation
⎛
a2
Te [MeV] = C1(a 0, pol , l foil ) 0.511 ⎜⎜ 1 + 0 2
⎝
+ C2 (a 0, pol , l foil ) 0.511
⎡
⎤
a2
´ ⎢ 1 + f 2 0 sin2 q - 1⎥ tan q
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
2

⎞
1⎟⎟
⎠

(3 )

Where C1 and C2 are empirical weighting factors, depending
on the system parameters, for the Brunel effect and j×B
heating, respectively, and f is the reﬂection ampliﬁcation factor
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Figure 6. (a) Temperature of different electron population (blue:

substrate, red: near-critical layer, yellow: whole target) obtained
from 2D PIC simulation of a laser pulse (a0=4) interacting with a
DLT (homogeneous near-critical layer with 4λ thickness) as a
function of the near-critical layer density (in units of critical density
nc). The vertical black line represents the relativistic transparency
threshold neγ. The horizontal solid line represents the electron
temperature estimated by the ponderomotive scaling [80]. The
dashed line is temperature estimated by the scaling proposed in [81].
(b) Maximum proton energies obtained from the same 2D PIC
simulations (blue line) and calculated from the 1D, quasi-static
TNSA model using the temperature shown in ﬁgure 6(a) and the
scaling laws proposed in [79] (red line).

Figure 7 (a) Blue dots: Momenta distribution of forward-moving

electrons inside the substrate, as obtained from a 3D PIC simulation
(a0=4, homogeneous 1.5 nc layer of 4λ thickness in front of a 40nc,
0.5λ thick substrate). Green line: Maxwell-Juttner distribution
(T=0.22 MeV) that best ﬁts the PIC data in the interval [0.5, 5]
mec. Red line: Relativistic Cairns-like distribution (T=0.36 MeV,
α=0.8) that best ﬁts the PIC data in the interval [0.5, 5] mec. (b)
Maximum proton energies given by the 1D quasi-static TNSA model
as a function of laser energy for different distribution functions.
Green line: Maxwell-Juttner distribution. Red line: relativistic
Cairns-like distribution, α=0.8.

4.2. Role of non-thermal electrons in TNSA

In order to study the role and the effect of non-thermal (i.e.
out of thermodynamic equilibrium) electrons in TNSA, we
performed a 3D PIC simulation where a DLT (homogeneous
foam with density 1.5nc, thickness 4λ, substrate thickness
0.5λ, Z/A=0.5) has been irradiated at normal incidence
with a p-polarized laser (a0=4). Figure 7 (blue points)
shows the momenta distribution of forward travelling (i.e.
px > 0) electrons from both the foam and the substrate, taken
20 λ/c after the laser-target interaction has begun.
Data show how the distribution function is well
approximated by a Maxwell-Jüttner distribution (green line)
for px < 2me c, while there is a signiﬁcant tail due to out-of

equilibrium electrons which cannot be accounted for by the
equilibrium distribution.
There are several examples of non-equilibrium distribution functions that can be used to describe a non-thermal
electron population, such as the Vasyliunas distribution
function [82], the Tsallis distribution function [83], a superGaussian [84] or a two-temperature Maxwellian function.
The non-relativistic Cairns distribution function [85] has
been proposed to describe the non-thermal electrons in TNSA
modelling [86] however its non-relativistic character is an
intrinsic limitation as far as hot, relativistic electrons are
concerned.
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Here we make use of a relativistically correct Cairns-like
distribution function, namely:
f (x , p ) =

enhancement of the TNSA process, especially in the case
of DLT.

⎧
⎡ m c2 (g ( p ) - 1) - ej (x ) ⎤2 ⎫
n˜
⎨1 + a ⎢ e
⎥⎬
⎦⎭
⎣
N (Te, a) ⎩
Te
⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎡ - m e c 2 g ( p ) + ej (x ) ⎤
´ exp ⎢
⎥
⎦
⎣
Te

5. Applications of compact laser-driven ion sources
The peculiar properties of laser-driven ion sources (i.e.
maximum ion energy up to tens of MeV, ultra-fast bunch
duration and high particle density) are of great interest for
several applications like materials characterization [1, 27, 87],
investigation of materials under plasma irradiation [88, 89],
neutron generation [29] and radioisotope production [31, 90].
Systems based on 10 s–100 s TW-class lasers can provide the
energy and number of primary particles required by the
aforementioned applications.
As extensively discussed in sections 3 and 4, the use of
DLTs has already been proven to be a viable route to enhance
the acceleration mechanism and allow reaching the necessary
number and energy of the accelerated ions for a given application with reduced laser requirements. On the other hand, laserdriven ions present unique features with respect to conventional
particle accelerators, where ions are mono-energetic and provided in a continuous beam. Therefore, their compatibility with
the applications requirements needs to be properly investigated.
In this section ﬁrst we present fully 3D PIC simulations
campaigns of laser-driven ion acceleration with realistic
DLTs to prove the effectiveness of compact setups. Then, we
report a theoretical investigation performed with both Geant4
[91] Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and analytical models,
with the goal to assess the applicability of DLT-based laserdriven ion sources for neutron generation, Particle Induced
x-ray Emission (PIXE) [92] and materials characterization.

(4 )

⎛ m c2 ⎞
⎛ m c2 ⎞
ame2 c 4 ⎡
N (Te, a) = 2K1⎜ e ⎟ +
⎢ - 4K 0 ⎜ e ⎟
2
⎝ Te ⎠
⎝ Te ⎠
2Te ⎣
⎛ m c2 ⎞
⎛ m c2 ⎞
⎛ m c2 ⎞ ⎤
+ 7K1⎜ e ⎟ - 4K2 ⎜ e ⎟ + K3 ⎜ e ⎟ ⎥
⎝ Te ⎠
⎝ Te ⎠
⎝ Te ⎠ ⎦

(5 )

where N (Te, a) is the normalization constant (Ki is the Macdonald function of i-th order) which ensures that, for every α,
the electron number density ne (x ) =

¥

ò-¥

f (x, p ) dp is equal to

the reference ñ where the potential vanishes. This function
reduces to the Maxwell-Jüttner distribution as α goes to 0, while
for a  ¥ it represents two counter-propagating streams of
2
electrons with momentum equal to 
Te m 2 c 2 + Te2 .
c
The red line in ﬁgure 7(a) represents the ﬁtting of the PIC
data with the Cairns-like function. It can be seen that a
satisfactory agreement is obtained for α=0.8.
In order to assess the effect of the non-equilibrium
electrons on the TNSA acceleration, we compare the value of
Epmax predicted by the quasi-static model with the MaxwellJüttner and the relativistic Cairns-like distribution for
α=0.8. While an analytical solution exists for the former
case [8], a numerical integration is required in the latter case.
For the sake of simplicity, and to emphasize the role of nonequilibrium, we evaluate Te and j* as a function of the laser
energy EL in the simplest possible way, i.e. by means of the
ponderomotive scaling (equation (2)) and the empirical relation proposed in [78] respectively, so that we have the following relations:
⎛
⎞
l2m e c 3
Te = m e c2 ⎜⎜ 1 + EL
- 1⎟⎟
st
⎝
⎠

(6 )

j* = Te (4.8 + 0.8 log EL [J])

(7)

5.1. 3D PIC simulations of a compact proton source

We complemented our analytical and semi-analytical activities on enhanced TNSA with fully 3D PIC simulations
campaigns with two main goals. First, to study laser-driven
ion acceleration with realistic DLTs, made of a near-critical
nanostructured layer coupled with a thin solid substrate (in
continuity with section 2). Second, to assess the potential of a
proton source driven by a compact laser system coupled with
nanostructured DLTs.
This numerical simulation campaign is essentially based
on the same approach followed in the 3D campaign reported
in section 2, but speciﬁcally focused on ion acceleration.
In particular, we focused on moderate power (=PW) laser
systems, which are of interest for a number of potential applications where the actual compactness of the setup is the main
appeal (see sections 5.2 and 5.3). To this purpose, we considered
a table-top ∼10 TW laser system and explored to what extent
the near-critical layer would improve the accelerated ion properties, i.e. their maximum energy and total number. Overall, we
compared four different kinds of target conﬁgurations, as shown
in ﬁgure 8(a): three double-layer targets and a thin solid foil,
taken as a reference. As for the three double-layer targets, we
modeled the near-critical layer as a homogeneous plasma, a
foam-like plasma and a random nanowires array plasma. We

where σ and τ are the laser spot size and pulse duration,
respectively
The other model parameter ñ might be used as a degree
of freedom to gauge the proton energies; here, we decided to
adjust ñ for varying EL in order to keep the laser absorption
efﬁciency (i.e. total electron energy divided by EL) ﬁxed
to h = 10%.
The model is then solved for l = 800 nm, s = p (5l )2 =
50.26 m m2, t = 30 fs, the corresponding maximum proton
energies are shown in ﬁgure 7(b). It can be appreciated that,
for a given value of laser energy, the proton energy obtained
with the Cairns-like function is greater than the corresponding
equilibrium value by a factor of about 1.5. These results hint
at a role of a super-thermal, non-equilibrium population in the
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Figure 8. (a) Snapshots from the 3D PIC simulations of laser-driven ion acceleration with different targets: bare solid foil with no attached

foam (top left) and three double-layer targets with different near-critical layers: homogeneous, random wires and foam-like. In each plot the
energy density of the reﬂected laser light at time ∼180 fs is represented in color. (b) table summarizing the maximum proton energies
obtained in all the simulations. The main laser parameters are a0=4, duration=30 fs, waist=4 μm. (c) Cross-sections (simple lines) of
the main proton-induced nuclear reactions to produce neutrons (Beryllium, red and Lithium, purple). All cross-sections are taken from the
experimental database EXFOR [93]. Underneath, two proton spectra from 3D PIC simulations are shown as blue ﬁlled curves for two kinds
of targets: a bare solid foil with no foam (dark) and a foam-attached target (light). (d) Energy spectra of all the neutrons emitted in the 4π
solid angle from Geant4 MC simulations of laser-driven neutron sources. The proton bunch from the ‘pitcher’ is sampled from the 3D PIC
simulations at full resolution mentioned in panels (a) and (b).

performed several simulations also to explore the sensitivity with
respect to variations of the near-critical layer average density.
We used two different spatial resolutions: 20 and 40 points per
wavelength. This was done for computational reasons: we could
explore a wider range of parameters at reduced resolution
(20ppλ), while only selected conﬁgurations were also simulated
at full resolution (40 ppλ). Figure 8(b) shows an overview of the
simulations campaign together with the obtained maximum
proton energies. All simulations were performed at normal
incidence with a transversely Gaussian, longitudinally cos2,
P-polarized laser.
As a result, we observed that the near-critical layer leads
to a signiﬁcant enhancement of the maximum proton energy
(up to three-fold for the cases at full resolution). Moreover,
the nanostructured targets appear to be less sensitive to a
density variation if compared to their homogeneous counterparts. Indeed, the campaign at reduced resolution clearly
shows that if the near-critical layer is homogeneous and

dense-enough, then the maximum proton energies can
become comparable (and even lower) than those obtained
with the uncoated target. On the other hand, the nanostructured near-critical layers are more robust with respect to
these variations, leading to maximum proton energies with
limited deviations. We ﬁnd these results also in the few
simulations at full resolution: increasing the near-critical layer
density from 1.5nc to 2.29nc results in a strong reduction of
the maximum proton energy with a homogeneous layer (from
5.7 MeV down to 3.2 MeV), whereas a milder effect is
observed with the nanostructured layer (see ﬁgure 8(b)) [94].
Besides, the results obtained at reduced and full resolution are
consistent with each other, which is both a non-trivial and a
very convenient outcome.
Now, we can consider the 3D PIC simulations campaigns
summarized in this section and those performed to support the
experiment presented in section 3.3 in light of the numerical
investigations in section 2: two of them correspond to two
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different regimes. For instance, n (equation (1)) is in the range
0.3–1 in the former, while is 0.1 in the latter. For high n
(0.3–1) the homogeneous DLT leads to lower proton energies
than the nanostructured one, while the opposite occurs at the
lower n value (0.1). This discrepancy is consistent with the
results reported in section 2. At higher n, the nanostructured
DLTs absorb much more laser energy than the homogeneous
DLTs and so they drive the protons to higher energies. On the
other hand, at lower n, the electrons are heated to higher
temperatures with the homogeneous DLT than with the
nanostructured one, directly impacting on TNSA.
Our results substantiate the claim for which nanostructured
double-layer targets are a promising way to go towards carefully
selected applications as discussed in detail in the next sections:
they let loosen the laser requirements for a given application,
while increasing at the same time the robustness of the scheme
against the ﬂuctuation of several parameters (e.g. near-critical
layer density and laser polarization).

Monte Carlo simulations and analytical estimations. Indeed,
in order to optimize the neutron spectrum in view of a certain
application, the choice of the converter material is crucial. At
the same time, possible handling prescriptions and issues due
to the operational conditions (e.g. melting) should be considered. When protons or deuterons are accelerated, the most
widely used converter materials are lithium and beryllium
[96, 106–108].
Both of them have drawbacks and advantages. For
example, albeit Li leads to the highest neutron yields, it is less
resistant to thermal loads if compared to Be. However, both
Be and Li are affected by hydrogen embrittlement. In any
case, the optimal catcher conﬁguration depends on the speciﬁc properties of the impinging ions.
Another important property of the converter is its thickness. In [98] we found that the optimal thickness of the
converter is equal to the range of the most energetic incoming
ions: if thinner, then not all the protons are converted, if
thicker it may result in a lower degree of collimation, which
may not be desired in experiments.
Based on these preliminary investigations, we numerically tested how the compact laser-driven proton source
modelled in the previous section would behave if used to
generate neutrons. We chose to consider pure beryllium with
thickness equal to the range of the highest energy accelerated
protons. This means relying mainly on the endothermic
reaction 9Be+p→9B+n, which has a threshold of
∼2 MeV and a Q-value of −1.85 MeV. We simulated neutron
generation under these conditions by means of MC simulations with the Geant4 code. We coupled our 3D PIC simulations of laser-driven ion acceleration mentioned in
section 5.1 with the MC code: the momentum distribution of
the incident proton bunch in the MC simulations is directly
sampled from the phase space of the accelerated ions obtained
as an output of the 3D PIC simulations. We recall that in
those simulations the laser is representative of a ∼10 TW
system with 30 fs duration, 4 μm waist and a peak normalized
vector potential of a0=4. Of course, in order to actually
generate neutrons, it is crucial that the projectile protons
overcome the reaction threshold. We ﬁnd that with a simple
solid foil the maximum ion energy barely exceeds the reaction
threshold, which leads to the generation of a low amount of
neutrons, with a conversion rate of ∼10−8 n/p. However,
with foam-attached targets like those mentioned in
section 5.1, the threshold is satisfactorily exceeded (see
ﬁgure 8(c)). For example, with a DLT with a foam-like nearcritical layer and density ne=1.5 nc, we obtain a conversion
rate of ∼5×10−5 n/p. In this scenario, if compared to the
bare solid foil, the foam-target enables the neutron generation
process, which also greatly beneﬁts from the increased
number of accelerated protons. In ﬁgure 8(d) we show the
energy spectra of the neutrons emitted in the 4π solid angle,
for a ﬁxed number of projectile protons (1010) with energy
above the threshold. It is clear the great advantage in terms of
neutron yield given by the foam target. For more details about
how other DLT morphologies would perform for secondary
neutron generation please refer to [94].

5.2. Compact laser-driven neutron source

Laser-driven ions may soon ﬁnd application in the development of neutron sources via (ion,n) reactions. Indeed, the
features of laser-driven ion sources are well suited for this
application [93, 95, 96].
For instance, many (p,n) reactions have non-vanishing
cross sections for proton energies in the range 1–20 MeV (see
ﬁgure 8(c)), values well within current capabilities of ∼100
TW-class laser systems. Moreover, there is no special need
for either monochromaticity or narrow angular spread of the
laser-accelerated ions [97, 98]. Finally, laser-based accelerators might overcome conventional accelerators in terms of
ﬂexibility, e.g. in terms of the possibility of controlling and
changing both accelerated ions energy and species.
At present day, an appealing challenge would be to
achieve that same range of ion energies with lower power
systems (∼10 TW), so to pave the way for the development
of secondary sources that are as compact as possible, given
nowadays technologies. As far as neutron sources are of
concern, besides the potential compactness, laser-driven
neutron sources would be appealing also because of their
pulsed nature and ultra-fast dynamics (∼10 ps–ns) [29, 99].
Up to now, yields per shot of interest (∼104–1010 n/shot)
have already been reported in the literature, using (p,n), (d,n)
or photo-nuclear reactions [29, 99, 100]. However, very few
works have employed table-top lasers [101–103].
Within this picture, the design of laser-driven neutron
sources would greatly beneﬁt from a complete theoretical
description of the whole process, from laser-target interaction to
secondary particles generation and transport. We worked towards
this direction by combining numerical and analytical investigations in order to provide a ﬁrst feasibility study, also exploiting
the potential advantages offered by DLT solutions [98, 104, 105].
Here we focus on the generation of neutrons using a pitchercatcher conﬁguration, where the catcher plays the role of a proton-to-neutron converter via proton-induced nuclear reactions.
In a ﬁrst investigation [98] we examined the role of
several converter properties by means of both Geant4 [91]
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accelerate also a large amount of electrons. This point is
important because, if not properly removed, electrons might
affect the result of a laser-driven PIXE measurement.
We present MC simulations of sample irradiation with
protons and electrons, considering both in-vacuum and in-air
sample irradiation setups. A comprehensive scheme for the second case is shown in ﬁgure 9(a). The particles are generated 4 cm
far from the sample. The energy spectra are purely exponential,
with temperatures of 0.7 MeV and 5 MeV, cut-off energies of
5 MeV and 15 MeV for protons and electrons respectively. Their
angular divergence with respect to the normal of the sample
surface is uniformly distributed between ±10° for the protons
and ±20° for the electrons. These parameters are coherent to
those reported in [1]. 109 protons and 108 electrons have been
simulated. Before reaching the sample, primary particles pass
through a 10 μm aluminum ﬁlm. The sample is composed by a
2.25 μm thick superﬁcial layer of Cr and a 1 mm thick substrate
of Cu. Finally, the simulation setup includes a detection screen
(2.5×2.5 cm) for the x-rays placed 5 cm far from the sample.
As far as the protons are concerned, a detailed description
of the physical processes implemented in the MC simulations
is provided in [1]. For the electrons, we here enable the
Penelope low-energy electromagnetic models available with
the Geant4 toolkit [115].
Figure 9(b) shows the x-ray spectra recorded on the detector
screen in the 1–11 keV energy range with the in-air irradiation
setup, normalized with respect to the number of incident proton/
electron. The light blue ﬁlled spectrum is obtained with electron
irradiation, while the dark blue line represents the PIXE spectrum, i.e. from pure proton irradiation. It is clear that the x-ray
emission due to the electrons covers the PIXE spectrum completely, both in terms of characteristic peaks and background.
Moreover, the bremsstrahlung background extends in the MeV
energy range (see ﬁgure 9(c)).
Figure 9(d) reports the x-ray peaks intensities for protons
and electrons irradiation as obtained in vacuum and in air
PIXE setup. With the electron irradiation, the x-ray yields are
two orders of magnitude higher with respect to proton irradiation, both in vacuum and in air conditions.
These results deﬁnitely show that, if not properly removed,
electrons can irreparably distort the result of a PIXE measurement. Therefore, in order to perform laser-driven PIXE, the
removal of the electrons is absolutely mandatory. This can be
done exploiting a sufﬁciently intense magnetic dipole (fraction of
Tesla) as successfully tested in several experiments [116–118].
Anyway, the presence of a mixed ﬁeld of ions and electrons
is a peculiar property of laser-driven sources, not shared by
conventional accelerators, which could be exploited for material
analysis purposes. First of all, we notice that the x-ray yields
generated by laser-driven electrons are exceptionally high, paving the way to a powerful detection capability for trace elements.
Moreover, conversely to the state of the art EDXS analysis with
conventional electron sources, which exploits keV energy electrons to irradiate samples of unknown composition and generate
characteristic x-rays (see section 3.1 for details), the energies of
laser-driven electrons extend in the MeV energy range. This
could open up to the analysis of samples exploiting electron
beams also in air, since MeV electrons have very long path

5.3. Laser-driven PIXE

PIXE is part of the Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) [92, 109] family of
techniques for materials characterization. IBA relies on the
irradiation of samples with monoenergetic ion beams (few
MeV/u of energy). Characteristic radiation is emitted when the
impinging ions interact with the atoms (or nuclei) of the sample.
Knowledge of the number and energy of secondary particles can
allow reconstructing the elemental composition of the sample.
At present, IBA techniques are widely exploited in biochemistry
[110], electronics [111] and cultural heritage studies [112]. The
more widespread systems to perform IBA studies are Van de
Graff and Tandem accelerators [92]. These machines represent
the oldest accelerator technology and, as a consequence, they are
affected by several limitations: high cost of purchase and
maintenance, big size, non-tunability of the particle energy and
radioprotection issues. As far as PIXE is concerned, the
impinging particles are generally protons and the emitted characteristic radiation consists in x-rays. The x-ray energies can be
directly related to the chemical elements in the sample. Besides,
by means of commercial codes, the x-ray peak intensities can be
correlated to the elemental concentrations. Protons interacting
with electrons of the sample undergo very small changes of their
propagation direction. Therefore, their trajectories are essentially
linear. As a result, a particular PIXE variant, namely Differential
PIXE, can be exploited to retrieve information at different depths
[113, 114]. The aforementioned codes rely on a well-known
theoretical model [92]. Starting from the incident proton energy
and the irradiation geometry, the model associates the number of
detected x-rays to the sample composition, without the need of
reference samples.
In order to demonstrate the potentials of PIXE using laserdriven protons, in a very recent paper [1] we presented a detailed
theoretical-numerical investigation of this technique. Firstly, we
extended the known theoretical model for the description of
PIXE [114] allowing for a non-monoenergetic proton spectrum,
which is obtained by modelling a realistic laser-driven ion
source with a double-layer target. We also developed an iterative
code for laser-driven PIXE quantitative analysis (i.e. the elemental concentrations and concentration depth proﬁles reconstruction). To test our code, we performed a series of Geant4
MC simulations of laser-driven PIXE experiments. In particular,
we simulated irradiation of complex samples, representative of
cultural heritage artifacts with different laser-driven proton
sources (pure exponential energy spectra and spectra retrieved
from 3D PIC simulations), as well as generation and detection of
the emitted x-rays. The simulated x-ray intensities have been
processed with the developed code in order to reconstruct the
sample composition. In all cases, the agreement between the
reconstructed composition and the sample concentration set in
the MC simulation was conﬁrmed. It is important to mention
that the PIC simulated proton sources (cut-off energies from 2 to
6 MeV and 108–109 protons per bunch) including the presence
of a DLT (with a homogeneous near-critical layer) are compatible with compact 10 s TW-class laser systems.
Here we want to address theoretically a further important
aspect, not considered so far in our previous works, related to
the fact that, together with protons, laser-driven ion sources
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Figure 9. (a) Simulation experimental setup for laser-driven PIXE in air. (b) Low energy part of the x-ray spectra obtained from proton (dark

blue line) and electron (light blue ﬁlled line) irradiation in air. (c) X-ray spectrum obtained from electron irradiation in the 0–2 MeV energy
range. (d) X-ray yields for Cr and Cu for protons and electrons irradiation, in vacuum and in air PIXE setup.

length (100 s cm in air). On the other hand, the material analysis
based on laser-generated electrons irradiation presents some
additional difﬁculties with respect to laser-driven PIXE. In fact,
the long electrons path (several mm in solids), the unpredictability of trajectories and the generation of secondaries (δ-rays)
capable of inducing ionization do not allow easily developing a
quantitative analysis and retrieve sample composition.

DLT, extending the range of considered laser and target parameters and supporting the activities with the developed theoretical models. In particular, we aim to exploit the novel DLT
concepts described in this paper. As far as laser-driven PIXE is
concerned, we started addressing it experimentally, in order to
assess its feasibility and potentials. We are also studying other
appealing applications of laser-driven ion sources such as laserdriven nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and radioisotope production. The research program naturally requires the establishment of a team having a strong interdisciplinary character and
the adoption of non-conventional, innovative experimental and
theoretical approaches. More generally, the development of this
project can stimulate research on laser-driven ion acceleration,
providing new directions to attain concrete applications of
relevance, in the near future. Finally, we believe that its
approaches and outcomes could be of interest in other contexts
as well, for instance in the fundamental physics of laser-plasma
interaction and in the production of other laser-plasma based
secondary radiation. In this regard, the outcomes of ENSURE
can also support the development of expertise required for
research on major European infrastructures active in this ﬁeld.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the main results and most recent
advances of the ERC project ENSURE in the ﬁeld of laserdriven ion sources and their applications in materials/nuclear
science and engineering. The project ultimately aims to develop
strategies to produce compact and ﬂexible laser-driven ion
accelerators to be used for ion beam analysis, neutron generation
and radioisotope production. In order to go towards such main
goals, a key aspect is the development of expertise and techniques for the manufacturing of advanced targets with controlled
properties at the micro/nanometric scale, together with an
improvement in the theoretical understanding of the relevant ion
acceleration regimes. In particular, by combining suitable
theoretical and experimental tools, the focus is mainly on the
study, design and production of near-critical, nanostructured,
double-layer targets, exploited to drive an enhanced ion acceleration process. In the ﬁnal part of the project we will further
experimentally investigate laser-driven ion acceleration with
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